A Review Analysis on Human Computer Interaction and Usage
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Abstract: People who paint with computers are called "users," and the field of human computer studies appears at a way to make computers paint higher for human beings. To make computer systems which can be helpful and easy to use, people from psychology and different social research work together with humans from laptop science and associated technical fields. It consists of input and output gadgets in addition to the approaches that human beings use them to communicate. The version of Human Computer Interaction and the emotional intelligence of a person are at the coronary heart of this have a look at.
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1. Introduction

It is the connection among humans and computer systems, and how they work together to make software program that makes computers work for folks who use them and get worried with them. In Intelligent HCI, matters are understood higher, responses are given faster, and the gadget knows what the consumer is interested in. It has 3 parts, because the name suggests: the person, the computer, and the way they hook up with every different.

Humans: H.C.I is manufactured and used by humans for their easiness they had programmed several sets of instruction how they speak their communication their interests and other to get engaged and enjoy this.

Computer: Computer is an electronic machine developed by humans and commanded by humans in such a manner that it can understand what they want to say and what they expect to do with them and what result they want, their interests

Interaction: When two or more people or things communicate with or react to each other then it can be called as Interaction here we can observe the communication between humans and Computer.

2. Literature Review

Human-Computer Interaction is an area of study and exercise that started out in the late Nineteen Seventies as a department of computer technology. This area has modified due to the fact then, supporting to interrupt down human behaviors to resolve the world’s hardest problems.

Design of HCI

During 1994, Edmunds referred to four techniques to construct for human-laptop interaction (HCI). These 4 techniques have been used to make patron interfaces extra fine, green, and interactive for customers. These are the techniques:

Anthropomorphic Technique


Anthropogenic Approach

This approach consists of developing someone interface that acts like a person. We may additionally
want to say that it became made just so customers can communicate to it in a human-to-human way. The essential reason modified into to make the characters greater like human beings. This technique uses the cognitive technique to assist people create a device that works with their minds and senses. The most essential purpose became to make a better end-character revel in.

**Approach to Predictive Models**

Goals, Operators, Methods, and Section rules (GOMS) is a way to look at the one-of-a-kind components of a user revel in by the usage of seeing how prolonged it takes them to finish a purpose maximum speedy.

**A Practical Approach**

The empirical method to HCI is proper for searching at one-of-a-kind conceptual mind and seeing how well they paintings. During preproduction, this checking out may be completed with the aid of putting layout thoughts subsequent to every exclusive and attempting every one’s usability. Users will frequently like sure additives of every layout idea, that could result in the introduction of a combined conceptual format to text.

**Fidelity Prototyping**

The fidelity of a prototype refers to how it conveys the look and feel of the product, we can say it is the level of detail and realism.

There are many types of Fidelity but there are two (2) major types

- Low Fidelity [Lo-Fi]
- High Fidelity [Hi-Fi]

**Low-Fidelity**

It is quick and easy way to get transfer high-level designs into tangible and testable artifacts, collecting and analyzing usersdemand at early stage.

**High-Fidelity**

It is highly functional and interactive prototyping which is quite close to final product with lots of functionalities and details. It is used in usable evaluation to discover potential issues that may exist during the later workflow, interactivity.

---

**Fig 1:** low-fidelity to high-fidelity

**Usability**

HCI’s interface design is in such a way that people with different abilities and expertise usually access. And it is helpful for communities lacking for knowledge and formal training on interacting with specific
computer systems. Along with that User need not consider the intricacies and complexities of using the computer system. User-friendly interfaces ensure that user interactions should be clear, precise and natural too.

**HCI in Daily Life**

We can observe so many things in our daily life which are based on HCI i.e., Smartphones, Computer, ATM, Food dispensing machine, or snack vending machine. So, we can say HCI technology plays a major role in designing the interfaces of such systems that make them usable, better and efficient.

**HCI in Industry**

Use of Computer technology is increasing day by day so this tends to consider HCI as a necessary business-driving force. It should be in such a manner that employees feel comfortable to use this system every day. Using these systems becomes easy to handle even untrained employees.

**Accessible to Especially Abled People**

The primary theme behind HCI was to make it accessible, usable for everyone. This tends to consider that people with a wide range of capabilities and knowledge can use HCI systems. It encompasses people with disabilities. It implies to relay on user-centered technology and make it usable for people with disabilities.

**Software Development Companies**

Software development companies use HCI to develop software for end-users for making their product usable. HCI is the main part because their product’s scale depends on its usability.

3. **Conclusion**

HCI is one of the most global research topics of AI researchers. New discoveries in HCI have brought major and radical change in the computer technology world. The main focus of HCI was to develop Human behavior inComputers (as it is the interaction between Human and Computer is necessary to know about their behavior). User interface should be in such a way that it is easy to use, accessible, efficient, effective, safe, enjoyable. Each and every small step in this field will make it much easier and better.
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